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Wallpaper* City Guide Cologne/Dusseldorf

2012-03-05

rigorously selected the guides in this series include the ultimate places to visit and discover
the best of design art and architecture to sleep eat drink shop exercise and relax they are ideal
for the weekend tourist the business traveller or even those enjoying an extended stay

3 Days in Cologne

2019

cologne city germany travel a guide cologne köln offers a mother lode of attractions led by its
famous cathedral whose filigree twin spires dominate the skyline the city s museum landscape is
especially strong when it comes to art but also has something in store for fans of chocolate
sports and even roman history cologne s people are known for their liberalism and joie de vivre
it s easy to have a good time with them in the beer halls of the altstadt or during carnival
cologne is like a living textbook on history and architecture drifting about town you ll stumble
upon an ancient roman wall medieval churches galore nondescript postwar buildings avant garde
structures and a new postmodern quarter right on the rhine germany s fourth largest city was
founded by the romans in 38 bc and given the lofty name colonia claudia ara aggripinensium it
grew into a major trading centre a tradition solidified in the middle ages and upheld today

Cathedral and City Guide, Cologne on the Rhine

1994

our complete trip guide for 2023 will help you discover the soul of cologne this guide provides
something for everyone whether you like history gastronomy or art discover the city s hidden gems
with insider insights and ideas to make your vacation truly unforgettable what to see inside
explore with confidence use precise maps and directions to navigate through cologne s lovely
streets attractions not to miss explore the city s history at the magnificent cologne cathedral
and enjoy modern art at the ludwig museum culinary delights let our chosen list of local eateries
and traditional delights tempt your taste buds shopping spree shop like a native in lively
markets and upscale boutiques evening adventures immerse yourself in cologne s evening culture
which includes everything from cosy bars to vibrant clubs insider information discover hidden
gems and off the beaten path locations that only locals know about travel smart useful advice on
transport language and cultural etiquette to help you get about with the ultimate cologne travel
guide 2023 set out on an adventure of discovery and delight your journey begins here scroll up
and grab a copy now

3 X (days) Cologne

1990

let marco polo cologne guide you around this historic city discover boutique hotels authentic
restaurants and ideas for travel with kids with this handy pocket sized authoritative guide
packed with insider tips let marco polo show you all this wonderful city has to offer

3 Days in Cologne

2006

the rough guide snapshot to north rhine westphalia is the ultimate travel guide to germany s most
populous state it guides you through the region with reliable information and comprehensive
coverage of all the sights and attractions from cologne s cathedral to bonn s museums and eating
and drinking in düsseldorf detailed maps and up to date listings pinpoint the best cafés
restaurants hotels shops bars and nightlife ensuring you have the best trip possible whether
passing through staying for the weekend or longer also included is the basics section from the
rough guide to germany with all the practical information you need for travelling in and around
germany including transport food drink costs festivals and outdoor activities also published as
part of the rough guide to germany full coverage cologne brühl bonn the siebengebirge aachen
wuppertal düsseldorf duisburg essen dortmund the lower rhine soest paderborn detmold lemgo and
münster equivalent to 112 printed pages
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Cologne City, Germany Travel

2020-11-02

highly portable on the spot guides packed with over 400 lavish photographs practical information
insider tips and a dedicated atlas comprehensive introduction and special double page features
provide readers with useful information about nature and landscapes people and country history
and gastronomy the fine arts and culture highlight sections arranged by regions reveals the top
sights through a wealth of breathtaking photographs and stimulating background texts practical
information and insider tips for culture events restaurants local cuisine bars shopping hotels
and much more guided city walks and perfectly planned auto tours with descriptions of the most
scenic routes cross referenced to individual bespoke maps helping visitors plan their trip
dedicated fully indexed map section aids quick and easy navigation

Roman Cologne

2014

the rough guide snapshot to north rhine westphalia is the ultimate travel guide to germany s most
populous state it guides you through the region with reliable information and comprehensive
coverage of all the sights and attractions from cologne s cathedral to bonn s museums and eating
and drinking in düsseldorf detailed maps and up to date listings pinpoint the best cafés
restaurants hotels shops bars and nightlife ensuring you have the best trip possible whether
passing through staying for the weekend or longer also included is the basics section from the
rough guide to germany with all the practical information you need for travelling in and around
germany including transport food drink costs festivals and outdoor activities also published as
part of the rough guide to germany full coverage cologne brühl bonn the siebengebirge aachen
wuppertal düsseldorf duisburg essen dortmund the lower rhine soest paderborn detmold lemgo and
münster equivalent printed page extent 112 pages

Cathedral and City Guide Cologne

2018

this city guide to berlin includes various types of accommodation options from lakeside camping
to historic hotels and entertainment from classical to cabaret

Cathedral and City Guide Cologne with Street Plan

2000

the rough guide to germany is the ultimate travel guide with clear maps and detailed coverage of
all the best attractions germany has to offer discover the dynamic regions of germany from the
lively nightlife in berlin magnificent baroque gardens in northern germany medieval castles and
historical towns to the flavours of german cuisine packed with detailed practical advice on what
to see and do in germany this guide provides reliable up to date descriptions of the best hotels
in germany german bars recommended restaurants in germany and tips on the best shopping and
festivals in germany for all budgets featuring detailed coverage on a full range of attractions
from the spas of baden baden and the galleries of dresden to boat trips in hamburg and the jazz
clubs of munich you ll find expert tips on exploring germany s amazing attractions with an
authoritative background on germany s rich culture and history explore all corners of germany
with the clearest maps of any guide and practical german language tips make the most of your
holiday with the rough guide to germany

Cologne Travel Guide 2023

2023-08-29

a travel guide to cologne with more than 200 tips for restaurants bars and activities a must for
travelers and visitors concise well informed and entertaining includes lots of images and inside
information cologne is a feeling say the locals and it is also a magnet for tourists some five
million people visit this cathedral city every year cologne is not a polished and shiny place but
has its rough edges it is scarcely possible to explain the city in abstract terms you have to see
and feel it and this is exactly the starting point for this new guide to cologne
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Roman-Germanic Cologne

1998

the rough guide to germany is the ultimate travel guide to this dynamic country simultaneously
one of the most rewarding and most overlooked travel destinations in europe detailed accounts of
every attraction provide all the information you need to explore the country s exceptional
museums iconic architecture stylish cities and picture perfect castles as well as its many rural
escapes from the soaring bavarian alps and dense woodlands of the black forest to the beautiful
beaches and islands of the north sea or the idyllic rhineland vineyards where you can sample some
of the country s many world class wines all the best festivals are covered too from cologne s
riotous carnival to the legendary oktoberfest the guide s bevy of practical advice ensures that
no matter what your budget you ll find the perfect boutique hotel quirky hostel authentic cellar
restaurant michelin starred gourmet haunt cutting edge arts venue or hip bar and club all marked
on the book s many colour maps the rough guide to germany includes well researched historical and
cultural background to help you understand and appreciate this complex country and above all make
the most of your holiday make the most of your time on earthtm with the rough guide to germany

GO VISTA: City Guide Cologne

2017-10

the only in guides help passionate travellers uncover the hidden treasures of a city sending them
home with indelible memories timeless travels magazine often overlooked by visitors cologne is a
fascinating city just waiting to be explored discover more than 80 unusual locations with this
explorer s guide to germany s most historic city roman ruins and religious relics forgotten
fortresses and abandoned cemeteries industrial relics and historic hotels where did the red baron
learn to fly is there really a chandelier in the sewers where is europe s first art hotel descend
into the city s crypts marvel at the cathedral s curiosities and smell the city s famous perfume
the author also visits a mustard museum samples cologne s famous kölsch beer and goes in search
of wartime bunkers

Roman Cologne

2014-09

this insight guide is a lavishly illustrated inspirational travel guide to germany and a
beautiful souvenir of your trip perfect for travellers looking for a deeper dive into the
destination s history and culture it s ideal to inspire and help you plan your travels with its
great selection of places to see and colourful magazine style layout this germany guidebook is
just the tool you need to accompany you before or during your trip whether it s deciding when to
go choosing what to see or creating a travel plan to cover key places like berlin lake constance
and frankfurt it will answer all the questions you might have along the way it will also help
guide you while exploring hamburg or discovering munich on the ground our germany travel guide
was fully updated post covid 19 the insight guide germany covers berlin and the eastern states
munich and the deep south frankfurt and the seven states hamburg and the coast in this guide book
to germany you will find in depth cultural and historical features created to provide a deeper
dive into the culture and the history of germany to get a greater understanding of its modern day
life people and politics best of the top attractions and editor s choice featured in this germany
guide book highlight the most special places to visit tips and facts up to date historical
timeline and in depth cultural background to germany as well as an introduction to germany s food
and drink and fun destination specific features practical travel information a z of useful advice
on everything from when to go to germany how to get there and how to get around to germany s
climate advice on tipping etiquette and more colour coded chapters every part of the destination
from berlin and the eastern states to munich and the deep south has its own colour assigned for
easy navigation of this germany travel guide curated places high quality maps geographically
organised text cross referenced against full colour high quality travel maps for quick
orientation in dresden leipzig and many other locations in germany striking pictures this guide
book to germany features inspirational colour photography including the stunning cologne
cathedral and the spectacular schloss sanssouci

Cologne Marco Polo Pocket Guide

2024-11

covering material from the time of julius caesar to the sack of rome this topically arranged
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reference set provides substantive entries on people cities government institutions military
developments material culture and other topics related to the roman empire the roman empire was
one of the greatest and most influential forces of the ancient world and many of its achievements
endure in one form or another to this day because of its geographic breadth cultural diversity
and overall complexity it is also one of the most difficult organizations to understand this book
focuses on the roman empire from the time of julius caesar to the sack of rome while most
references on the roman world provide a series of alphabetically arranged entries this work is
organized in broad topical chapters on government and politics administration individuals groups
and organizations places events military developments and objects and artifacts each section
provides 20 to 30 substantive entries along with an overview essay the work also provides a
selection of primary source documents and closes with a bibliography of important print and
electronic resources

North Rhine-Westphalia (Rough Guides Snapshot Germany)

2015-05-05

insight guides all your customers need to inspire every step of their journeys this newly updated
edition of insight guide germany is ideal for travellers seeking immersive cultural experiences
in depth on history and culture travellers can enjoy special features on german cuisine the
contemporary arts and outdoor activities all written by local experts innovative extras
incredible value and unique in the market high production values smart flexi binding and first
rate full colour photography throughout content overview in depth on history and culture
invaluable maps travel tips and practical information ensure effortless planning inspirational
colour photography throughout inventive design that makes for an engaging reading experience

Cologne Photo Guide

2009

the rough guide to europe on a budget is the ultimate guide to exploring this fascinating
continent on a shoestring with coverage of all the top sights the clearest mapping of any guide
and handy hints on how to save money discover the highlights of europe from the vibrant capitals
of london paris and rome to the great outdoors whether skiing in the alps hiking in the tatras or
surfing on the portuguese coast read about europe s great attractions from the sistine chapel in
rome to the aya sofia in istanbul and with coverage of four new countries montenegro albania
macedonia and bosnia herzegovina the rough guide to europe on a budget is more comprehensive than
ever before find practical advice on travelling around europe whether by interrail eurail or bus
and what to see and do in each country with up to date descriptions of the best hostels and
budget hotels bars cafés and cheap restaurants plus european shopping and festivals this guide is
the budget conscious traveller s must have item for european trips make the most of your trip to
europe with the rough guide to europe on a budget

North Rhine-Westphalia Rough Guides Snapshot Germany (includes
Cologne, BrÃ¼hl, Bonn, The Siebengebirge, Aachen, Wuppertal,
DÃ¼sseldorf, Duisburg, Essen, Dortmund, The Lower Rhine, Soest,
Paderborn, Detmold, Lemgo and MÃ¼nster)

2012-11-15

european authors bring travelers the hidden highlights others miss including the best values
across the continent and insights into europe s cultural political and contemporary life of color
photos 103 maps

Berlin City Guide

2009

the rough guide to europe on a budget has all you need to know for an out of this world trip that
won t affect your credit rating leave financial woes behind and get to grips with every corner of
the continent from awe inspiring stonehenge to the jaw dropping sistine chapel blissful beaches
on croatia s brac and cool beers in budapest s ruin pubs handy itineraries will help you decide
your route clear colour coded maps let you plan your days and gorgeous photos will have you
rearing to go combined with in depth descriptions of all the key sights and painstakingly
researched recommendations for the best hostels hotels campsites cafés restaurants bars and clubs
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the rough guide to europe on a budget reveals the continent in all its glory without breaking the
bank and if you do feel like splashing out occasionally treat yourself boxes offer inspiration
take a dip in the rooftop pool at bath s thermae spa or track down wroclaw s most mouthwatering
pierogi for example make the most of your european adventure with the rough guide to europe on a
budget that includes countries like albania austria belgium luxembourg bosnia herzegovina
bulgaria croatia czech republic denmark estonia finland france germany great britain greece
hungary ireland italy latvia lithuania macedonia montenegro morocco the netherlands norway poland
portugal romania russia serbia slovakia slovenia spain sweden switzerland turkey and ukraine

Cologne

1993

comprehensive and authoritative this guide to germany offers up to the minute details of the
ongoing changes caused by reunification as well as providing information and advice on
accommodation restaurants and sightseeing

Green City Guide KÖLN

2017-03-01

insider tipps und noch viel mehr der marco polo cityguide köln für kölner lässt sie die eigene
stadt immer wieder neu entdecken ob das die turbulente galerienszene ist die sich permanent
weiterentwickelt ob das tolle neue vegetarische vegane oder bio schlemmeradressen sind oder die
neu eröffneten szenelokale in ehrenfeld oder im belgischen viertel erleben sie versteckte
aussichtspunkte wie den sechsten stock des kaufhof parkhauses oder besonderes wie ein
flugerlebnis à la superman bei bodyflying erfahren sie warum sie auf der suche nach angesagter
mode ins belgische viertel müssen dass köln die auszeichnung fair trade town shops wie kiss the
inuit oder green guerillas verdankt und dank läden wie lux366 in sachen möbel im rheinland die
nase vorn hat mit den kids ins junior museum mit den freunden stilvoll an cocktails nippen im
coolen shepheard oder zu bullette bier und comedy in den heimathirsch mit aller überschüssiger
energie ins spannend neue gyrotonic studio am ebertplatz mit dem schlauchboot zum raften auf den
rhein diese und viele adressen mehr verführen zum entdecken und ausprobieren zu expeditionen in
die eigene nachbarschaft dank insider tipps sogar in noch unbekannte ecken der übersichtliche
cityatlas in dem alle restaurants eingetragen sind sorgt dafür dass niemand verloren geht und
dank superpraktischem quickfinder lassen sich einfach und schnell alle adressen im stadtviertel
lokalisieren

The Rough Guide to Germany

2009-05-01

bavaria the mosel valley the rhine region the black forest dresden berlin hamburg this highly
detailed guide covers every part of the country in depth the author a german native and resident
shows you how to experience the best through town walks drives in the countryside and immersing
yourself in the entertainment the sights the history and culture hundreds of hotel and restaurant
reviews comprehensive background information history culture geography and climate gives you a
solid knowledge of each destination and its people regional chapters take you on an introductory
tour with stops at museums historic sites and local attractions places to stay and eat
transportation to from and around your destination practical concerns tourism contacts it s all
here detailed regional and town maps feature walking and driving tours

Cologne

2016

The Rough Guide to Germany

2015-04-01

Only in Cologne

2020-09-20
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Insight Guides Germany (Travel Guide with Free eBook)

2023-08-01

3 Days in Cologne

2007

The Roman Empire [2 volumes]

2018-05-01

Insight Guides Germany (Travel Guide eBook)

2018-10-01

The Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget

2012-05-17

The Rough Guide to Europe 2004

2003

Bradshaw's continental [afterw.] monthly continental railway,
steam navigation & conveyance guide. June 1847 - July/Oct. 1939

1847

The Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget (Travel Guide eBook)

2017-03-01

The Rough Guide to Germany

2004

The American Travellers' Guides

1884

Guide to Cologne

1964

Köln

2011
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Insight Guides River Cruising in Europe & the USA (Travel Guide
eBook)

2021-12-01

Bradshaw's Monthly Continental Railway, Steam Transit, and
General Guide for Travellers Through Europe

1861

MARCO POLO Cityguide Kšln fŸr Kšlner 14

2013-10-01

Adventure Guide Germany

2005
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